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Mixed biexcitons in single quantum wells
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~Received 8 September 1998!
Biexcitonic complexes in a ZnSe single quantum well are investigated by spectrally resolved four-wave
mixing ~FWM!. The formation of heavy-heavy-hole XX h and of mixed heavy-light-hole XX m biexcitons
showing binding energies of D h 54.8 meV and D m 52.8 meV is identified by polarization selection rules. The
coherent dynamics of the FWM response and the observed FWM intensity ratio between the XX h and XX m
biexciton-induced nonlinear signals are in agreement with the solution of an extended optical Bloch equation.
@S0163-1829~99!01508-8#

The formation of biexcitons in low-dimensional semiconductor structures has attracted attention in recent years since
biexcitonic effects that lead to an enhanced optical nonlinearity are important for all-optical and electro-optical device
applications. These effects are particularly interesting in
II-VI quantum-well ~QW! structures because of their large
exciton oscillator strength and high biexciton binding energies compared to III-V based structures. Most of the biexcitonic effects in II-VI structures have been investigated using
high-excitation photoluminescence.1–4 Since a biexciton can
be directly excited by two-photon excitation, the nonlinear
optical technique of degenerate four-wave mixing ~FWM!
provides a powerful tool to study coherent biexcitonic
phenomena.4–7 So far, these studies consider mainly the
biexciton formation from two heavy-hole excitons (X h ).
Biexcitons involving light-hole excitons (X l ) have been
observed,8 but no distinction between mixed and pure lighthole biexcitons has been made.
In this Brief Report we report on the formation of heavylight-hole biexcitons, denoted as mixed biexcitons (XX m ),
observed in FWM. We identify their contribution to the
FWM signal using the polarization selection rules of the
FWM response.
The investigated ZnSe single QW structure was pseudomorphically grown on ~001! GaAs by molecular-beam epitaxy. The active ZnSe layer of 10-nm thickness is sandwiched between two 25-nm-thick Zn0.9Mg0.1Se barriers,
defining a type-I QW. A detailed description of the growth
and a sample characterization is given in Ref. 9. A
frequency-doubled, mode-locked Ti-sapphire laser was used
to excite the FWM, providing 100 fs pulses of a spectral
width of 22 meV and a repetition rate of 76 MHz. We performed two-pulse degenerate FWM experiments in reflection
geometry. The polarizations of the two incident pulses with
the directions k1 and k2 and the mutual delay time t have
been adjusted to cocircular ( s 1 , s 1 ) as well as linear with
relative angles of 0° ~↑↑!, 45° ~↑%!, and 90° ~↑→!. The first
~second! symbol in the parentheses indicates here the polarization of the k1 (k2 ) pulse, respectively. The 1/e 2 focus diameter of the pulses on the sample was 70 mm. The FWM
signal in the reflected 2k2 2k1 direction was time-integrated
and spectrally resolved by a combination of a spectrometer

and an optical multichannel analyzer with a spectral resolution of 0.4 meV. The samples were kept in a helium cryostat
at a temperature of 50 K.
The FWM spectra obtained for different polarization configurations at a negative delay time of t '20.2 ps ~k2 before
k1 ! are shown in Fig. 1. The FWM signal was analyzed in
front of the detector by a combination of a l/4 plate and a
polarizer. The analyzer polarization is given in the following
by the third symbol in the parentheses indicating the configuration. The excitation intensity was 800 kW/cm2, corresponding to an exciton density of about 23109 cm22. The
center of the excitation spectrum was set to 2.815 eV, in
order to avoid continuum contributions but simultaneously
excite the first (11hX h ) and second (12h) center-of-mass
quantized 1s excitons of the heavy hole, and the first of the
light hole (11lX l ). 6,10 The coherent excitation of the heavy-
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FIG. 1. FWM spectra for different polarization configurations
recorded at a delay time of t '20.2 ps. The symbols in the parentheses indicate the polarizations of the excitation pulses propagating
along k1 and k2 and of the analyzer.
©1999 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 3. Energy level diagram indicating the dipole allowed
ground-to-exciton and exciton-to-biexciton transitions. The energy
scale gives the energetic position of unbound heavy–heavy-hole
XX h , mixed heavy–light-hole XX m , and light–light-hole XX l
biexciton states.

FIG. 2. FWM traces ~a! at the heavy-hole X h resonance and the
BIF-induced XX h transition for ~↑→! polarization, and ~b! at the
light-hole X l resonance and the mixed BIF-induced XX m transition
for ( s 1 , s 1 ) polarized fields.

hole (X h ) and light-hole exciton (X l ) states leads to quantum
beats in the delay time-dependent FWM signal with a period
of T5270 fs ~Fig. 2!. The relative phase of the quantum
beats is shifted by p going from ~↑↑! to ~↑→! excitation,
confirming the heavy-hole and light-hole character of the X h
and X l exciton transitions, respectively.11 A significant FWM
signal is observed for negative delay times, indicating important interaction-induced FWM processes such as local-field
effects ~LFE!,12 excitation-induced dephasing ~EID!,13,14 and
biexciton formation ~BIF!.15–17 In homogeneously broadened
systems a decay about twice as fast compared to positive
delay times is expected for negative delay times for LFE and
EID. Inhomogeneous broadening accelerates this decay. The
observed FWM signal decay times of 0.5 ps for negative and
1.2 ps for positive delay times indicate the presence of nearly
homogeneously broadened exciton resonances.
In addition to the exciton resonances, spectral features in
the FWM are observed on the low-energy side of the X h and
X l transitions with an energy separation of D h 54.8 meV and
D m 52.8 meV, respectively. The signal close to (X h ), denoted as (XX h ), can be identified as heavy-hole BIF from its
polarization dependency, and is also present when exciting
only the (X h ) exciton.18 The signal on the low-energy side of
(X l ) cannot be attributed to a light-hole BIF due to its presence in ( s 1 s 1 s 1 ) configuration. It is attributed to a heavyhole–light-hole mixed biexciton by the following considerations.
The X h exciton involves a transition from the first heavyhole subband with angular momentum eigenstates u J,J z &
5 u 23 ,6 23 & to the first electron subband, having angular momentum eigenstates u 21 ,6 21 &, respectively. The X h eigenstates
u J,J z & 5 u 1,61 & are excited by circularly ( s 6 ) polarized
20.5
light with the dipole matrix vectors m
W6
m h (71,i)
h 522

in Jones vector notation. Biexcitons are created by a twophoton excitation schematically shown in the energy level
diagram of Fig. 3. Bound heavy-hole biexcitons XX h have
paired electron as well as hole spins as a consequence of the
Pauli exclusion. The XX h two-photon coherence leading to
the BIF FWM for negative delay is thus created by a simultaneous s 2 and s 1 excitation by the pulse k2 . The third(3)
order polarization P 2k
generated by pulse k1 from the
2 2k1
two-photon coherence gives rise to a time-integrated FWM
(3)
signal I 2k
( v , t ) at the X h transition \ v h and at the X h
2 2k1
2XX h transition \ v h 2D h , where D h is the heavy-hole
biexciton binding energy. The polarization dependence of
the XX h BIF induced FWM is obtained by the solution of
optical Bloch equations for a homogeneously broadened
many-level system ~see Fig. 3!, in which the calculated
Fourier transformed third-order polarization at \ v h 2D h is
proportional to the product of the polarizations of the involved transitions,11 i.e.,
3!
P ~2k
~ \ v h 2D h ! }
2 2k1

(

s1,s2

W2
$ @~ mW 1
h ! * Ek2 #@~ n
h ! * Ek2 #

1 @~ m
W2
W1
h ! * Ek2 #@~ n
h ! * Ek2 # %
3@~ m
W6
W7
h ! * Ek1 # * n
h .

~1!

The X h exciton to XX h biexciton matrix element is given by
nW 6
W6
h , and is assumed to be equal to m
h up to a factor close to
1, since it involves the same interband exciton transition, and
the biexciton binding energy is much less than the exciton
binding energy. The direction of the BIF-induced third-order
polarization is consequently ~↑! for ~↑↑!, ~↑→!, and ~↑%!
excitation, which explains the strong reduction of the XX h
signal in ~↑%→! configuration. The BIF induced signal XX h
is equally strong for ~↑↑! and ~↑→! excitation, showing that
the BIF process is not affected by EID, as expected for thirdorder processes. It vanishes in ( s 1 , s 1 ) configuration, since
the bound biexciton state XX h cannot be excited. The unbound biexciton state5,19,20 is neglected for simplicity in the
model. It influences in homogeneously broadened systems
the signal around the exciton energy, especially for crosslinear polarization, but does not change the signal strength at
the bound biexcitonic transitions. The assignment of XX h is
further supported by the observation of oscillations in the
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FWM trace at the X h resonance for negative delay times as
shown in Fig. 2~a! for ~↑→! excitation. These oscillations are
caused by the interference of LFE and BIF induced
polarizations,7 and are not present in the XX h trace. From the
oscillation period we deduce D h 54.7 meV, in good agreement with D h 54.8 meV obtained from the FWM spectra.
The FWM trace at the X l resonance for ( s 1 , s 1 ) excitation is displayed in Fig. 2~b!. Similar to the behavior at X h ,
the FWM trace at X l shows oscillations according to an energy difference of 2.9 meV, in agreement with the XX m energy separation of D m 52.8 meV from the X l resonance.
Again these oscillations do not appear in the trace of XX m ,
and the XX m signal is equally strong in ~↑↑! and ~↑→! configurations, while the X l signal is strongly affected by EID
~see Fig. 1!. These observations suggest that XX m is caused
by BIF, however the attribution to a light-hole biexciton
(XX l ) must be excluded since XX m does not vanish for
( s 1 , s 1 ) excitation. This fact implies the formation of
mixed heavy-hole–light-hole biexcitons, schematically
sketched in Fig. 3. The bound u J,J z & 5 u 2,62 & XX m biexcitons have different hole spins ~u 23 ,6 12 & and u 23 ,6 12 &! and opposite electron spins, leading to a polarization dependence of
the XX m BIF induced nonlinear polarization at \ v l 2D m according to the product of the involved transitions:
3!
P ~2k
~ \ v l 2D m ! }
2 2k1

(

s1,s2

W6
$ @~ mW 6
h ! * Ek2 #@~ n
lm ! * Ek2 #

1 @~ m
W6
W6
l ! Ek2 #@~ n
hm ! * Ek2 # %
3@~ m
W6
W6
h ! * Ek1 # * n
lm .

~2!

Also here, the X l(h) 2XX m exciton-biexciton matrix elements
6
6
nW hm(lm)
are assumed to be equal to m
W h(l)
up to a factor close
to unity. The resulting polarization direction of the XX m
BIF-induced FWM signal is ( s 1 ) for ( s 1 s 1 ), ~↑! for ~↑↑!,
~↓! for ~↑→!, and ~→! for ~↑%! excitation. Hence the XX m
signal appears in ( s 1 s 1 s 1 ) and ~↑%→! configuration
while it vanishes in ~↑%↑! configuration, in agreement with
the experiment ~see Fig. 1!. Likewise, the BIF-induced
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mixed biexciton XX m gives a signal at \ v h 2D m observed in
the ( s 1 s 1 s 1 ) and ~↑%→! configurations.
The relative ratios of the BIF-induced signal intensities can
be estimated by comparing the product of oscillator strengths
appearing in the third-order nonlinear response. If we assume
that the relative oscillator strength between heavy-hole and
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'81:9:1. The calculated ratio I XXh :I XXm is in good agreement with the experimentally observed ratio of I XXh :I XXm
'10:1, and explains why the BIF-induced XX l signal is not
visible in the FWM spectra.
In conclusion, we have discussed the FWM responses of
nearly homogeneously broadened, quasi-two-dimensional
excitons in view of BIF-induced processes. Comparison of
polarization-dependent, spectrally resolved FWM with multilevel optical Bloch equations identifies the formation of
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the heavy-hole biexciton. However, there is to our knowledge no theoretical model treating the binding between different kinds of excitons. The estimated intensity ratios of the
BIF signals are in agreement with the experimental data, and
further explain the missing BIF-induced XX l signal as being
too weak to be detected in our experiments.
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